
                          
 

ARMATURE and CLOUDSOFT Solutions Announce Partnership to Bring Industry-Leading 

Accreditation Software to Canadian Health and Social Services Community 

Solution enables health organizations to save significant time and resources on accreditation activities 

DULLES, VA - ARMATURE Solutions Corporation, the world’s leading provider of accreditation and 

certification management software, and CLOUDSOFT Solutions, an innovative Canadian cloud solutions 

provider with a heritage of service excellence, today announced a partnership that will reshape how 

health and social services organizations conduct their accreditation activities. 

ARMATURE Fabric™, developed by ARMATURE and distributed by CLOUDSOFT, is an accreditation 

management software solution that improves the performance of the accreditation process by bringing 

all associated activities and documents together via a single platform. It allows health and social services 

organizations to conduct all their accreditation activities through a user-friendly interface. 

The solution, which is delivered in French and English, will help health care organizations to reduce the 

time and resources used in the accreditation process by up to 50%. It provides a single place for 

organizations to conduct all their accreditation activities, empowering staff to manage data and 

documents easily, locate historical information, and minimize the risk of data loss or misplacement. 

“We’ve found in ARMATURE, and in their flagship product ARMATURE Fabric, the perfect accreditation 

and certification solution for our Canadian clients across all 13 provinces and territories,” stated 

CLOUDSOFT President and CEO Robert Innes. “The company brings twenty years of experience and a 

holistic, mature cloud product, while maintaining an innovative edge.” 

“We are excited to extend the benefits of ARMATURE Fabric to the Canadian health and social services 

sector, through our trusted partner, CLOUDSOFT,” said ARMATURE CEO David McTaggart. “By saving 

these organizations significant time and effort and helping them meet their digital transformation goals, 

we are confident can contribute to the broader mission of improving patient care. That’s a big win for all 

of us.”  

About ARMATURE Solutions Corporation 

For the last two decades, ARMATURE has applied its passion for technology and innovation to help 

organizations automate the way they manage risk, performance, and compliance. Our software platform 

has evolved over the years because of the influence of our accreditation, certification, and audit 

management customers, many of whom have complex data collection, process management, issue 

management, and reporting requirements. We remain ready to serve those organizations who want to 

take the next step in optimizing performance, building resilience, managing compliance, and mitigating 

risk. For more information, visit: www.armaturecorp.com 

 

ABOUT CLOUDSOFT Solutions 

CLOUDSOFT Solutions is Canada's premier cloud solutions hub. Our mission is to bring the best SaaS 

management solutions the world has to offer to the Canadian market. We complement these solutions with 
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high level bilingual services at all stages of the project, together with extensive training and support. 

www.cloudsoftsolutions.ca  
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Andrew Bryden 

Chief Marketing Officer 

ARMATURE Solutions Corporation 

andrew.bryden@armaturecorp.com 

www.armaturecorp.com 

Twitter: @ARMATURECorp 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/armature-corporation 

 

Robert Innes 

President and CEO 

CLOUDSOFT Solutions 

robert.innes@cloudsoftsolutions.ca 

www.cloudsoftsolutions.ca  
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